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New Prof Ray Hong,
Developmental Biologist

Just this semester, Dr. Ray Hong
joined the faculty of the Biology
Department. He is teaching
Developmental Biology (BIOL 542) and a
graduate seminar (BIOL 655C). In the
spring semester, he will be teaching
Biological Principles II (BIOL 107).

Hong grew up in Honolulu and did
his undergraduate work at Pomona
College in Claremont. His undergraduate
thesis involved looking at DNA-binding
proteins in the thermoacidophilic
archaebacterium Sulfolobus shibatae,
which resulted in a co-authored paper and
sparked his passion for research.

Following his B.A. in Biology, Hong
spent one year at the National Cancer

Institute in Bethesda, Maryland, on a Pre-
IRTA fellowship for college graduates
interested in augmenting their research
experience. There he became interested in
basic research and decided to pursue a
Ph.D. at UC San Diego in conjunction
with the Salk Institute for Biological
Studies. Using the model plant
Arabidopsis thaliana, Hong says that his
dissertation showed “(1) how ‘leaf’ and
‘flower’ genes interact, and (2) that the
regulatory region of a floral patterning
gene called agamous can be dissected
using a method called phylogenetic
footprinting by comparing conserved and
diverged DNA binding sites on the
regulatory region.”

After completing his doctorate, Hong
leaped across the globe to take up a post-
doctoral position at the Max Planck
Institute for Developmental Biology in
Tuebingen, Germany. There, he switched
from non-mobile plants to studying a
lively nematode, Pristionchus pacificus.

Hong’s main focus is to use genetics
in trying to identify the insect pheromone
receptors that P. pacificus uses for finding
their preferred beetle hosts. Although
many intraspecific insect pheromone
receptor systems have begun to be
described in molecular terms, there are no
known interspecific receptor systems to
explain what molecules mediate species-
specific interaction so ubiquitous in
nature. Hong says, “Interestingly, the first
strains of P. pacificus were first isolated
in Pasadena and subsequently developed
into a model organism in Germany. So it
is a bit like home coming for P. pacificus
to be brought back to the Pacific Coast.”

Students in the Hong lab will get to
use advanced genetic tools and molecular
techniques to probe into the genetic basis
for nematode behavior and development,
particularly of neurons. “Nematodes are
excellent model organisms because they
are easy to culture, have stereotyped
behaviors, sophisticated genetics, and
transparent cells for all inquisitive minds
to see.” says Hong. Students will also get
a chance to isolate new Pristionchus
species from wild beetles as a part of a
project on natural variation.

Hong welcomes inquiries from
prospective students: contact him at
ray.hong@csun.edu❧

Using Microbes in Pursuit of
Energy

—Neta Batscha
Ethanol produced from biomass is an

advancing renewable energy source that
enables the reduced utilization of fossil
fuels. While corn kernels are typically
used as a primary feedstock, a new
process has emerged producing ethanol
from cellulosic material, or in the case of
corn crops, corn stover.

In the process of cellulosic ethanol
production, plant waste is pretreated
before yeast ferment the available sugar
into ethanol. However, during
pretreatment, degradation products such
as acetate are formed, which inhibit
fermentation and make cellulosic ethanol
production highly expensive and
inefficient.

What if we remove these products to
speed up the process and make it cheaper?
What if we have a microorganism do it
for us?

Working in Dr. Larry Baresi’s
microbiology laboratory, my focus
quickly turned to methanogens.
Methanogens are strict anaerobes that
produce methane. They are characterized
by their distinctive metabolic pathways
and their ability to survive in conditions
that would destroy most other organisms.
These unique microbes are often studied
for potential uses in biotechnology.

One methanogen stood out as a
potential enhancer of cellulosic ethanol
production: Methanosarcina acetivorans.
Due to its ability to use acetate and
inability to use H2-CO2, M. acetivorans
could theoretically remove acetate from
the ethanol process without interfering in
the yeast’s fermentation. The purpose of
our research was to analyze the feasibility
of its addition to the process by testing its
ability to metabolize despite high
concentrations of hydrolysate (pretreated
corn stover) and its ability to grow with
yeast in a co-culture.

Initially, M. acetivorans was unable
to grow in the presence of hydrolysate.
However, continual transfer into media
despite increasing concentrations of
hydrolysate finally led to growth as high
as 3%. Results showed that hydrolysate
adversely affected the lag time and
generation time of M. acetivorans.

While the feasibility of using M.
acetivorans in the pretreatment process is
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still in question, the methanogen
successfully grew in simulated ethanol-
production conditions with yeast, which
was previously unproven.

As a high school student with a
passion for biology but with little
previous lab experience and no
knowledge of microbiology, I was
nervous coming into the lab two years
ago. Entering a new environment among
professors and graduate students as a
sixteen-year-old was very intimidating,
but I assimilated into the lab very quickly
and my experience was infinitely
rewarding.

Besides learning about bacteria,
methanogens, and ethanol fuel, I learned
about designing methodology,
overcoming obstacles in my experiments,
and communicating with scientists.
Research fueled my imagination and
cultivated my patience. Dr. Baresi taught
me that “Results lead to more questions,
not answers.” and gave me the confidence
to make important decisions.

Working in a laboratory gave me a
glimpse into a career in research and
influenced me to pursue bioengineering
next year at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.❧

First Data
—Wyndee Haley

Much of last summer I was at my
field site in the southern Sierra Nevada. I
was recording the behavioral preferences
of hummingbirds when they were offered
two different types of artificial flowers.

I did three experiments. (1) Birds
were offered artificial flowers of different
colors. (2) Birds were offered differently
colored flowers that were associated with
different amounts of nectar. (3) Birds
were offered flowers with or without a
landing platform. In each case, the
artificial flowers differed in a manner
analogous to differences between natural
bee-pollinated and bird-pollinated
flowers.

I had been planning these
experiments for a year. Finally, in June
the birds behaved!

All of July was spent reviewing the
videotapes, analyzing the data, and
making a poster. Then in August I went to
the airport for my first plane ride, to
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

In Milwaukee, there was a special
conference on “The Ecology and
Evolution of Plant-Pollinator
Interactions,” followed by the annual
meetings of the Ecological Society of
America.

I presented my first poster. Some of
the authors of articles I had read came to
my poster. People asked questions.
Everybody was nice. Dr. Wilson was
there, but he let me do my thing. The
whole experience was exhilarating.

These past three months ended up
being an exciting and stimulating
advancement toward my thesis goals, as
well as full of new experiences.❧

Dudgeon Lab Adventure
—Carly Ryan

With all of my worldly possessions
stowed in storage and a fairly good
marine lab packed tetris-style into the
trunk of my trusty Civic, I set out at the
beginning of this summer on a journey
that came to 14,000 miles. Armed with a
well-intentioned research plan and two
gung-ho (if inexperienced) friends, I
began my epic country-crossing, mud-
slinging field season in pursuit of that
elusive and mysterious beast, Hydractinia
symbiolongicarpus.

In the five long days it took to reach
the balmy shores of Cape Cod, we crossed
snow-covered mountains in Wyoming,
outran vicious tornadoes in Nebraska, and
drove through mind-numbing stretches of
flat straight road across the Midwest.
After arriving just in time for hermit crab
collecting at low tide, we converted an
unsuspecting hotel room into our marine
lab and spent 24 grueling hours taking
hydroid tissue samples and assembling
cages. After deploying the cages the next
morning, we set out for the Darling
Marine Center in southern Maine. With
slightly more hospitable facilities we
deployed more cages and sampled more
colonies. We also discovered that, in
Maine, hydroids like to live on hermit
crabs that live in the most swampy,
mosquito-filled mud pits from hell.
Finally, I picked up my labmate Christina,
and we headed to our final destination–a
tiny, fog-drenched island off the coast of
Acadia National Park.

In the three weeks we spent on Swans
Island, there were roughly two days of

sun, the rest were spent shrouded in icy
fog. Repeated equipment failures and a
mysterious lack of hermit crabs left many
of our ambitious research goals unmet;
however, I was able to mate several
hydroid colonies in the makeshift lab we
assembled in the living room of the house
on Swans Island. I also managed to
sacrifice a pair of rubber boots to the mud
gods while searching fruitlessly for the
crabs rumored to be on the island’s
mudflats. Things began to look up when,
on the last day, as we were packing to
leave, the hermit crabs we’d been waiting
for suddenly showed up. So, in a frantic
scurry of activity we crammed three
weeks of research into a terrible 24 hours.
We were able to deploy the last set of
cages and do most of what we had come
to do.

After leaving Maine, I spent a week
with hydroid researcher Diane Bridge at
Elizabethtown College in Pennsylvania.
With her generous support and
considerable patience, I was able to learn
techniques of RNA extraction and gene
cloning, which the Dudgeon Lab will be
using to help complete the story of how
hypoxia affects VEG-F expression in
vascular systems. Then, as the summer
was ending, Christina and I made the long
drive back to Massachusetts, then back to
Maine, to pick up the cages we had left
out all summer.

Christina flew home to Northridge
with our precious hydroids, and I began
the long drive home. Four and half days
later I was standing on the beach looking
once more at the Pacific Ocean, my car
the worse for wear, 6000 pictures in my
camera, and a head full of memories of an
adventure that I won’t soon forget, or (I
hope) repeat.❧

Tomorrow’s Scientists
—Erika L. Garcia

When offered the opportunity to
participate in CSUN’s after-school
program Tomorrow’s Scientists, I could
not refuse. I teach 7th grade life science at
Vista Middle School. As soon as I
mentioned the possibility of going to a
university to do science experiments in a
laboratory with college students, many of
my students were eager to sign up. The
hard part was selecting the 12 who would
go.
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Tomorrow’s Scientists is run with
organization and efficiency. My students
were able to absorb science at its best in a
short period of time. When a topic from
Tomorrow’s Scientists was mentioned in
my class, the 12 participating students
volunteered their new-found knowledge
to others in the class. They were really
engaged by the whole experience.

My students who participated got to
work with other 7th grade students from
Pacoima Middle School. Although they
hesitated at first, soon they began to
interact with the Pacoima students during
the hands-on activities of Tomorrow’s
Scientists. Seventh graders also had a
college student as a mentor. The one-on-
one contact made understanding science
concepts more reachable and many of
them felt they made a new friend.

Watching my students during their
final session, receiving their certificates,
and smiling from ear to ear was super. I
believe we made science a little more
tangible for them and definitely brought
out the scientist in each and every one of
them.

This year, students at Vista Middle
School have once again been given the
opportunity to participate in Tomorrow’s
Scientists. Another 12 7th graders will
have the opportunity to experience the
many aspects of science offered by
Tomorrow’s Scientists.❧

Outgoing Chair to Direct
Marine Institute

Dr. Larry Allen has stepped down as
chair of Biology to direct the Southern
California Marine Institute, a consortium
of 10 universities that provides the boats
we use for classes and coordinates use of
the field station that we use for the
Catalina Semester. Allen will remain on
the faculty at CSUN, and students can
continue to collaborate with him on
research (while SCMI is putting food on
his table). Dr. Randy Cohen is serving as
the interim chair of Biology.❧

Darwin’s Birthday to be
Celebrated

Darwin Week, 5 days of festivities,
are being planned at CSUN for February
9-13, 2009. This will mark the

bicentennial of Charles Darwin's birth and
the 150th anniversary of the publication
of The Origin of Species. Watch the
biology webpage for developing
schedule.❧

High Demand for Med Tech
Grads

The opportunity for CSUN graduates
in Medical Technology has increased
steadily over the last five years as demand
for licensed Clinical Laboratory Scientists
(CLS) has risen. Estimates indicate that
more than 70,000 licensed CLS personnel
will be needed in California in a three-
year period to replace those lost to
retirement. In many labs the average age
of the licensed personnel is well above 50.
CSUN 2006 Med Tech graduate Robert
Elazegui reported during his year-long
traineeship at UC Irvine, “We are being
trained to be Clinical Laboratory
Scientists, and at the same time we are
being trained to become supervisors.” Dr.
Nancy Bishop, long-time microbiology
professor and licensed CLS Specialist in
Microbiology, regularly receives emails
from placement services requesting that
she and other licensed people she may
know apply for available clinical
laboratory positions–with signing
bonuses!

The number of California state-
approved CLS training programs and
number of trainees accepted have both
increased in recent years creating more
opportunity for Med Tech graduates.
CSUN grads can apply to as many as 12
training programs statewide affiliated
with hospital or clinical labs. Recent
CSUN grads who have completed
training, passed the state exam, and
received licenses have trained in programs
at Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital, UC
Irvine, San Jose State University, San
Francisco State University, and
elsewhere. Some were offered positions
where they trained, others accepted
positions elsewhere, and everyone is in
demand. Job satisfaction is usually high
because it entails interesting, challenging
science in the medical field with the
bonus of benefit to patients.

Students majoring in the Med Tech
option complete all California state
requirements for the formal traineeship to
be a CLS, either the general license or the

limited license in Microbiology, and also
for the traineeship for Certificated Public
Health Microbiologist, another profession
facing personnel shortages. Because of
these state-mandated requirements, the
Med Tech Option in the Biology major
has the greatest number of required
courses and fewest electives. Students
need to plan their courses of study
carefully with attention to prerequisite
courses.

The intense, specialized nature of
clinical laboratory science is reflected in
the Med Tech Option’s requirements.
They include three years of chemistry
courses. The biology courses represent a
shorter sequence but greater number,
typically requiring eight semesters to
complete. Biology Advisor Dr. Joyce
Maxwell encourages Med Tech Option
students to “start general chemistry and
biology courses immediately, complete
math requirements quickly, and seek
advisement in planning the program of
study.” Courses that should be completed
in the first two years by entering CSUN
freshmen and by transfer students include
math through one semester of calculus;
two semesters of general chemistry; two
semesters of organic chemistry, if
possible; two semesters of general
biology; two semesters of general physics,
and appropriate general education
requirements. Students can get
advisement from Dr. Maxwell, Dr.
Bishop, or microbiology professor Dr.
Sean Murray.❧

Tropical Biology Full Early
Drs. Dave Gray and Fritz Hertel

will be teaching the Tropical Biology
Semester this coming spring. This 16-unit
program will include spending six weeks
in Ecuador visiting habitats from cloud
forests to Amazonian jungles. The Spring
2009 program is already full, but because
of demand the program will likely be
offered again in Spring 2010. To stay in
the loop, send an email to
fritz.hertel@csun.edu❧

New Publications
Molecular Ecology has published a

paper by Dr. Dave Gray and
collaborators, “Molecular evidence of a
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peripatric origin for two sympatric species
of field crickets (Gryllus rubens and G.
texensis) revealed from coalescent
simulations and population genetic tests.”

Dr. Randy Cohen has a paper in
collaboration with two CSUN
mathematicians: Dr. Rabia Djellouli
(Associate Professor in Math) and Paul
Ryan (a master's student in Math). The
paper is in Journal of Mathematical
Biology under the title, “Modelling
capsule growth around disk-shaped
implants: A numerical and in vivo study.”

Zygote has published “Exogenous
hyalin and sea urchin gastrulation, Part
III. Biological activity of hyalin extracted
from Lytechnius pictus embryos” by
Azalia Contreras, John Vitale, Virginia
Hutchins-Carroll, Dr. Edward Carroll,
jr. (Chemistry and Biochemistry), and
Dr. Steve Oppenheimer.

Daniel Green and Drs. Peter
Edmunds and Robert Carpenter have a
paper in Marine Ecology Progress Series:
“Increasing relative abundance of Porites
astreoides on Caribbean reefs mediated
by an overall decline in coral cover.” The
journal published it as a featured article,
with a color photograph and open access
status based on its general interest.
Edmunds also has a paper in Marine
Biology: “The effects of temperature on
the growth of juvenile scleractinian
corals.”

Dr. Mark Steele and colleagues have
four new papers out. “Intercohort
competition drives selective mortality and
shelter-mediated density dependence in a
coral reef fish” and also “Spatial density
dependence scales up but does not
produce temporal density dependence in a
coral reef fish” are in Ecology. “Settling
reef fish discriminate among habitats at
large, but not small, spatial scales” is in
Limnology and Oceanography. Finally,
Dr. Clare Wormald and Steele have a
paper in Journal of Fish Biology, “Testing
assumptions of mark-recapture theory in
the coral reef fish Lutjanus apodus.”

Mia Adreani (once a master’s
student, now a Ph.D. student at Florida
State University) and Dr. Larry Allen
have a paper in Copeia: “Mating system
and reproductive biology of the temperate
wrasse, Halichoeres semicinctus.”

Also in Copeia, Dr. Robert
Espinoza authored a biography of San
Diego State herpetologist Richard
Etheridge. Both Espinoza and his

coauthor Kevin de Queiroz studied under
Etheridge.❧

Conference Presentations
Dr. Peter Edmunds, Holly Putnam,

and Nancy Muehllenhner attended the
meetings of the Society for Integrative
and Comparative Biology and gave three
talks: “The effect of temperature on the
settlement choice and photophysiology of
larvae from the reef coral Stylophora
pistillata,” “Flexibility of coral response
to diel thermal fluctuations,” and “Rising
CO2 disproportionately affects extension
versus mass deposition rates in reef
coral.” Some months later, Muehllehner
attended the Ocean Sciences meeting and
presented a poster that won a blue ribbon.
Meanwhile, Putnam traveled to Belize for
two weeks to co-teach a Coral Reef
Ecology class. Busy, busy coral
biologists.

The Wilson lab gave four
presentations at meetings this summer.
Ann Dorsey went to the Botany meetings.
Wyndee Haley went to the Ecology
meetings. Dr. Paul Wilson presented at
the meetings of the American Bryological
& Lichenological Society.

CSUN had a good showing at
Experimental Biology 2008. K-12 teacher
research associate Greg Zem presented a
poster co-authored by Dr. Steve
Oppenheimer and 27 students titled,
“Parameters affecting cell binding to
lectin beads in carbohydrate-based drug
development.” Oliver Badali presented a
poster, co-authored by Dr. Stan
Metzenberg, Oppenheimer, Dr. Ed
Carroll, Virginia Hutchins-Carroll, and
students Lila Gilani, Atefeh Rajaei, and
B.J. Willis titled, “Recombinant
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus hyalin
binds to proteins isolated by
disaggregating sea urchin embryos.”

At the annual meeting of the
Southern California Academy of
Sciences, Oppenheimer's high school
student Sarine Shamirian presented their
research, “Carbohydrate based
experimental therapeutics for cancer,
HIV/AIDS and other diseases.” Sarine
was recipient of a Southern California
Academy of Sciences Research Training
Fellowship to work in Oppenheimer’s lab.

Dr. Mark Steele and graduate student
Jenna Krug attended the Southern

California Academy of Sciences’ annual
meeting.  Krug spoke on, “Effects of
variation in predator density on growth
and survival of the temperate reef fish
Lythrypnus dalli.”

Drs. Mark Steele and Clare
Wormald participated in the 11th
International Coral Reef Symposium,
where they or their coauthors presented
four talks and a poster on various relevant
aspects of the population and community
ecology of fishes.

Christian Rodriquez a graduate
student in the Vandergon lab presented
his work on the evolutionary history of
the chalcone synthase genes in Hawaiian
silverswords at the evolution meetings.
Rebecca Miller’s work on molecular
evolution of  dihydroflavonol reductase
gene family in silverswords was presented
by Dr. Virginia Vandergon at the same
meeting.

The Summers lab attended the
American Society for Microbiology
meeting. Grad students Joe Ireland and
Jenevieve Polin, and undergraduates
Karen LeGrand, Adrian Paz, and
Marisabel Oliveros all presented.
Oliveros reported on “Characterization of
two akinete-associated response regulator
genes,” LeGrand on “Evidence for
involvement of an ECF sigma factor in
cyanobacterial cellular differentiation,”
Ireland on “Promoter analysis of an
Aminopeptidase gene,” Polin on “Cell-
type-specific patterned transcriptional
expression,” and Paz on “Confirmation of
akinete-specific expression for highly
expressed genes NpF0784 and NpR3708.”

Dr. Mike Summers just returned
from the European Workshop on the
molecular biology of cyanobacteria in the
Czech Republic, where he presented on
his lab's progress to identify and
characterize genes related to akinete
(cyanobacterial spores) formation and
function.

The members of Dr. Maria Elena
Zavala's lab traveled to Merida, Mexico,
to participate in a joint Mexico and US
meeting of plant biologists. Raghed
Alrabadi, Jessica Diaz, Laura Feucht,
and Zavala attended. Alrabadi and Feucht
presented posters.❧
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Awards
Dr. Stan Metzenberg’s student Ronik

Khachatoorian won the Wolfson Scholar
award. This is the highest honor given by
the university as a whole to a graduating
senior.

The Biology Department presents
several awards every year. Last academic
year, the Outstanding Graduating Senior
went to Vardan Papoian. The Bennett-
Bickford Award, honoring an outstanding
future educator, went to Adian Paz. The
Outstanding Graduate Student Award
went to Hollie Putnam. The Hugo &
Irma Oppenheimer Award went to
Arbella Aghakhanmoshabad. The
Outstanding Graduate Research Award
went to Stacy Krueger. The Outstanding
Graduate Teaching Award went to Azalia
Contreras.

In the Sigma Xi student research
symposium, Biology students took the
gold, silver, and bronze in the graduate
division. First place went to Carly Ryan,
second place to Nancy Muehllehner, and
third place to Hollie Putnam.

Lut Hang (Alex) Li has been made a
member for Phi Beta Delta Omega
Chapter: Honor Society for International
Scholars.

Karen LeGrand was elected to the
honor society Phi Kappa Phi.

Nancy Muehllehner went to the
22nd Annual California State University
Student Research Competition and won
first prize in the Biology & Agricultural
Science section. The other competitors
were from all universities in the Cal State
system.❧

A Few Recent Graduates
Nancy Muehllehner has headed off

to the Rosenstiel School for Marine and
Atmospheric Science at the University of
Miami, where she received a Maytag
fellowship that provides tuition and a
stipend for three years, and a scholarship
for one year of tuition along with a
research assistantship. She will be
attending the Ph.D. program in the Marine
Biology and Fisheries Department.

Hollie Putnam is going into a Ph.D.
program at the University of Haiwaii with
Dr. Ruth Gates (formerly Adjunct
Research Scientist here at CSUN).

Putnam will be working on the molecular
biology of corals.

Undergrads working in Dr. Summers'
lab have moved on to Ph.D. programs;
Karen LeGrand is now at UC Davis,
Adrian Paz is at UC Irvine, and
Marisabel Oliveros is slated to enter the
the Post-baccalaureate Research
Education Program at UCLA.

Four of Dr. Steve Oppenheimer’s
research students were admitted to dental
school: Christine Le, Arjang Naminik,
Arbi Keshishian, and Evelin Adamian.
And three were admitted to pharmacy
school: Rabin Ebrahimi, Souren
Basmadjian, and Silva Petrosyan. In
general, research done by students in the
Oppenheimer lab has resulted in co-
authored posters and papers, and many
students have gone on to graduate and
professional schools.❧

In the Community
On May 30-31, Paula Schiffman,

Jim Hogue, Paul Wilson, Dave Gray,
Brenda Kanno, Ann Dorsey, Jocelyn
Holt, Chris Bowman-Prideaux, and
Lisa Zung joined more than 120 other
scientist participants in BioBlitz 2008, an
event sponsored by the National Park
Service and National Geographic Society
in the Santa Monica Mountains National
Recreation Area. The goal was to observe,
count, and record as many species as
possible during a 24-hour period. A total
of 1364 different organisms were found
and this did not include the little short-
lived plants and animals that are native to
the region but that, by May, were no
longer possible to detect.

Dr. Jim Hogue taught a session on
insects for the Field Ecology Weekend
training workshop for Topanga Canyon

Dr. Janet Kübler was one of the
invited instructors for the annual training
of volunteer naturalists at Placerita
Canyon Natural Area. The park is
regularly visited by our field courses and
thousands of students in BIOL 100 labs.

Dr. Steve Oppenheimer directed the
K-12 Student Research Poster
Symposium on May 17, 2008. About 200
K-12 students, dignitaries, parents and
teachers attended. Says Oppenheimer,
“These students are the K-12 cream of the
crop and are already doing research
science. The national security, health and

welfare of America depend on the
development of top future research
scientists.”

Dr. Steve Dudgeon and grad
students Christina Vasquez and Carly
Ryan, along with some hermit crabs and
colonies of hydroids, visited Old Orchard
Elementary School for their annual Career
Week.

Jessica Dooley gave a presentation at
the 7th California Islands Symposium on
Bald Eagle space use on the northern
Channel Islands.

Dr. Cindy Malone was an invited
speaker at the Tarzana Elementary parent-
teacher association meeting and gave a
workshop on making your metabolism
work for you.

Dr. Steve Oppenheimer was an
invited judge at the California State
Science Fair.

Dr. Paula Schiffman gave a talk
about California grassland community
ecology for a Sierra Club group at Harvey
Mudd College in Claremont.

Dr. Paul Wilson participated in the
annual foray for bryophytes in the West.
This year the group studied the mosses
and liverworts of the Columbia River
Gorge. He is the treasurer for the 2009
foray to be held downslope from
Yosemite.❧

Faculty Visit Other Institutions
Dr. Rheem Medh visited the Center

for Cellular and Molecular Biology in
Hyderabed, India, to explore potential
collaborations with research scientists
there. She also attended a conference: The
3C Cardiology and Diabetes conference in
Ahmedabad, India, and presented a talk
on, “Genetic Risk Factors in Diabetes.”

Dr. Steve Oppenheimer was invited
to serve on three NIH panels. (2) Phase 2
SBIR, Disease Detection and Screening.
(3) National Institute for Child Health and
Human Development, Developmental
Biology Subcommittee, Model Systems
and Research Focus. (3) National Institute
of General Medical Sciences, grant
review panel on R13 applications, which
he chaired.

Dr. Steven Dudgeon presented a
seminar at the Bodega Marine Laboratory
on life-cycle evolution.

Dr. Paul Wilson gave a seminar at
UC Berkeley on the work of his grad
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student Ann Dorsey on rare and common
Dudleya species. Wilson also gave a
seminar at UC Riverside on floral
evolution in penstemons.

Dr. Virginia Vandergon was invited
to attend a conference sponsored by NSF
and the Department of Education to
discuss issues of math and science
partnerships in Washington, D.C. In
related news, Vandergon was an invited
speaker at the Brighter Horizons
conference of the San Fernando Valley
Branch of the American Association of
University Women. The conference was
designed to let students explore career
options in math, science, and
technological fields. Vandergon led a
workshop in careers in genetics and
biology where the group assembled
discussed career options, new technology
in genetics, and played nerdy genetics
games.

Dr. Maria Elena Zavala is like a
busy bee. She participated in “Hill Day”
for the Coalition for Life Sciences. This
was an opportunity to meet with
Senatorial and Congressional staff from
the “Hill” to explain the value of the NSF
and NIH. She served as the chair of the
panel evaluating Ford Foundation
dissertation and post-doctoral fellowship
applications. She is chairing the Minority
Affairs Committee of the American
Society for Plant Biology. Finally, Zavala
presented an invited lecture at University
of North Carolina, Charlotte, “Roots of
diversity: an underground story.”❧

Funding for Students of Algae
Dr. Janet Kübler is chairing the

Phycological Society of America's
Student Grants and Fellowships
committee. She says, “There are
opportunities for funding to attend field
courses in phycology, travel to
phycological meetings, and do original
research involving any type of algae.” See
www.psaalgae.org for details, and get
your applications in on time!❧

New, Renewed Funding
The Department of Biology receives

overhead money from grants that it
invests in furthering the research of
students in the form of Peter Bellinger
Student Research Awards. Six such

awards were recently granted, to Abigail
Poray $1,000, Charles Abbott $1,000,
Wilber Escorcia $625, Sassan
Tamaddoni $625, Dion Giovannone
$625, and Jenna Krug $625.

Nine faculty members received
minigrants from the University’s
Research and Creative Activity
competition: Drs. Fritz Hertel, Tim
Karels, Robert Espinoza, Steven
Dudgeon, Sean Murray, Aïda
Metzenberg, Randy Cohen, Mary-Pat
Stein, and David Gray.

Dr. Steve Oppenheimer was
awarded a NIH grant totaling $99,589 to
continue his work on “Mechanisms of
Adhesive Interactions.” This grant will
support the research work of many
students and colleagues.

Dr. Sean Murray has been awarded
three research grants to study the bacterial
cell cycle, bringing over $340,000 of
funding into the University over the next
three years.

Dr. Mike Summers was awarded
$151,780 in July from the NIH to further
his research on the regulation of akinete
development in the cyanobacterium
Nostoc punctiforme.

Drs. Maria Elena Zavala and Mike
Summers were successful in obtaining a
NIH Supplemental Equipment Grant for
$98,981. The Biology Department now
owns a Tecan HS400 4-slide
Hybridization Station, a Molecular
Devices Axon GenePix 4000B microarray
scanner, and a NoZone ozone scrubber.
Notification of setup and training will be
forthcoming for students and faculty
interested in conducting slide-based
microarray experiments.

Grad student Christine Bruno
received a second Grant-in-Aid from
Sigma Xi ($400) to support her
investigation of the effects of UV-B
radiation on an Andean toad.

Grad Student Kelly Sakaguchi
awarded $500 from the Orthopterists'
Society for her research into the
interaction between crickets and the
parasitoid fly Ormia ochracea.

Grad student Josh Shipp was
awarded a Newhall Southern California
Ecology Grant for $1000. The money
comes from an endowment set up by the
Newhall Land & Farming Company.

Grad students Abrigail Poray,
Jessica Beach, and Chris Bowman-
Prideaux each received $5000

fellowships from the College of Science
and Math. Bowman-Prideaux also
received $1000 from the National Park
Service's California Mediterranean
Research Learning Center to fund his
work on the effects of habitat
fragmentation and metapopulation
dynamics in the endangered plant
Astragalus brauntonii.

Grad Student Christina Vasquez
received a $1000 award as an Honorable
Mention for the Sally Casanova
Predoctoral Scholarship and a $1000
award for the Graduate Equity
Fellowship.

Dr. Virginia Vandergon has
received several small and large grants:
(1) a $1,500 campus grant for a Service
Learning in the form of “Tomorrow’s
Scientists”; (2) a $1000 CSUPERB grant
to attend the evolution meetings. (3)
$70,000 for another year of the San
Fernando Valley Science Project; (4)
$100,000 for the Teacher Retention
Initiative of the California Post-secondary
Education Commission.❧

K-12 Teachers Bone-up
This summer 4th and 5th grade

teachers flocked to CSUN to participate in
our summer institutes. We focused on
FOSS, which are science inquiry kits that
have been adopted by LAUSD for use in
the K-5 classroom.  Teachers learned
ways of using the kits to enhance the
science taught in their own classrooms.

A week later we invited 6-8th grade
teachers to come to campus for five days.
The content revolved around the state
standards for each grade level. In
particular we worked on integrating
principles of How People Learn (a report
published by the National Research
Council). Teachers worked in groups to
design their own lessons integrating
overarching questions, content and
inquiry into each lesson.

Both weeks also included a field trip
thorugh the Santa Monica mountains
ending in Malibu.

And both weeks involving teams of
professors from the Colleges of Education
and of Science and Math: Vincent.
Devlahovich (Geology), Michael
Franklin (Biology), Brian Foley
(Secondary education), Norm Herr
(Secondary education), David
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Kretschmer (Elementary Education),
Dorothy Ngyuen-Graff (Chemistry),
Gerry Simila (Geology), Jeff Thomas
(Biology) and Virginia Vandergon
(Biology).

Follow-up Saturday workshops are
planned for this fall. For more information
see www.csun.edu/science/csp❧

Noyce Scholars
The Noyce Scholars program is

continuing to recruit science and math
majors interested in pursuing teaching
credentials. This means money! To find
out more about the program, look for
announcements on the Science & Math
College website or contact
virginia.vandergon@csun.edu❧

Interning Elsewhere
Jessica Diaz spent the summer at the

Boyce Thompson at Cornell Univeristy
conducting research on the regulation of
gene expression in tomatoes.❧

Texts enter New Media
Dr. Cindy Malone wrote five

podcasts for the Thomson/Cengage
Publishers to be included in a variety of
their non-majors and majors biology texts.

Dr. Shannon Lee has also been
working in new media. Lee says “I'm now
thrilled to be a developing author of
tutorials for the introductory biology
materials produced through the
collaboration of Cadre/Cengage/Brooks/
Cole. I was given the opportunity to be
the first author to undertake this process
and in so doing was part of a team who
developed the instructions for authors and
produced the example tutorial
storyboard.”

In August, Dr. Sean Murray
presented a teleconference, for the
Teleconference Network of Texas, on
tumor-targeting Salmonella, which was
broadcast to hospitals throughout the
country for physicians, nurses, and
microbiologists to receive continuing
education credit.❧

Micro Students Association
The Microbiology Students

Association (csun.msa.googlepages.com)
at CSUN is an accredited student chapter
of the American Society of Microbiology
(ASM). MSA, established in 1984, is the
oldest continuously active student chapter
in southern California, and currently has
over 50 members. MSA offers all students
interested in microbiology a chance to
engage in activities to expand their
knowledge of the microbial world.
 One goal of MSA is to promote
research and professional development
among members. The most important
events include attending and presenting
research at the Southern California ASM
Student Colloquium and at the national
ASM meeting.

MSA has a full schedule of additional
activities, both educational and
recreational. MSA organizes meetings at
which invited speakers discuss their
current research, the role of microbes in
medicine, and wide variety of related
microbiology topics. Members also enjoy
lunch business meetings and our
traditional Bowling Tournament. MSA is
planning trips to points of interest
including the Simi Valley Water Quality
Control Plant, Kaiser Permanente North
Hollywood Microbiology Laboratory, and
San Antonio Winery. Such events
increased our appreciation of
microbiology, benefits to society, and
fosters a sense of community among
CSUN microbiology students. The annual
sale of microbiology-themed T-shirts
continues to help support MSA.❧

CSUN to Taiwan
Dr. Peter Edmunds went on his

third trip to Taiwan, this time with a
research team including CSUN grad
student Nick Colvard, USCB grad
student Nichole Price, U Hawaii professor
Dr. Ruth Gates and grad student Anderson
Mayfield, and Scripps researcher Dr. Jim
Leichter. The group spent two weeks at
the Taiwan National Museum of Marine
Biology and Aquarium. They participated
in a ceremony to sign an MOU between

CSUN, NMMBA, and National Dong
Hwa University. They attended the
opening of the Taiwan Coral Research
Center. They attended a conference titled
“Taiwan-America Collaborative Research
in Coral Biology” in which Edmunds and
Colvard each gave talks. Finally, they
completed research on the effects of rising
CO2 on coral larvae.❧

Health Professions Advisement
The Health Professions Advisement

Center, located in the Biology
Advisement Office, under the guidance of
Terri Richardson, M.D., has advised
many students over the last year through
the application process for medical,
dental, pharmacy, and other health
professional schools. The Office is
pleased to announce that last year 16
CSUN students were accepted to
pharmacy school, 9 to dental school, 7 to
medical school, and 2 to optometry
school!❧

Grad Courses S-09
Dr. Aïda Metzenberg is to teach a

seminar in Genetics on Tuesday
afternoons. Dr. Randy Cohen will have a
seminar on neurophysiological diseases
on Tuesday nights. Dr. Michael Summers
has Wednesday nights with microbes. Dr.
Paul Wilson will have a seminar on niches
on Thursday nights. Bioinformatics with
Dr. Virginia Vandergon will be taught
Monday mornings with the lab
Wednesday evenings.❧

Mosses New to California
Dr. Paul Wilson has found another

moss new to California, Bryum
schleicheri now known from the high
Sierra north to the high mountains of the
Pacific Northwest. This is the seventh
species the Wilson lab has added to the
list of mosses from California, which
currently includes about 600 species.❧
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